I have read, studied and enjoyed a book which impressed me by the amount of work it contains, by the rigour of its research, the subtlety of result interpretation and the surprising novelty it provides. The book primarily contains demonstrations and not statements, arguments or comments. The interpretations are not merely statistical but mostly psychological. Structures are correlated with functions, and these, blended synergistically, explore both on surface and in depth (similar to the generative structures of Noam Chomski).

It is an elaborate book, which requires the reader’s full attention and imagination, which does not tire or stifle, but, on the contrary, it refreshes, surprises, instructs and awakens. A multitude of information is successfully operationalized. And thus, new concepts are the impact of effective synergistic cooperation between information and operations. This way, operational concepts acquire the attribute of transferability i.e. the extension of operational fields (J. Plagêt).

There were at least three reasons that urged me to write a review about this original and valuable book, containing the main virtues of scientific research effectiveness: value, usefulness and perspective. First reason: in 1992 I initiated together with Professor Paul Neveanu an ambitious ethno-psychological research -"the psychological map of the Romanian people”. We employed over 200 psychologists from all counties of the country (at that time, there were very few psychologists in Romania). Research started with great difficulty and eventually it stagnated. After the death of the Professor (1995) the research also stopped. It was only a start, without further development or completion. This personal experience made me appreciate and
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